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Dec 2015/Jan 2016 

 

The Bulletin is an open forum for the Students and Instructors of the Colorado Purple Mountain 

Dojo/Dojang Association to post their personal thoughts and opinions. This is actually a requirement for 

membership in our association schools and the CPMDDA in order to further engage members in the 

intellectual aspect of their training, which is part of our mission of cultural enrichment. This also serves to 

enlighten the instructors as to what is going on in the students‟ minds. The Colorado Purple Mountain 

Dojo/Dojang Association and its association schools are institutions of higher learning. For the most part, 

these postings will pertain to the individual‟s personal journey, experiences, or observations in and around 

their chosen martial arts training. Please feel free to read, enjoy, and most of all, learn a few things.
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On September 19
th

 2015, The Center for Aikido  & Tang Soo Do Studies, held Aikido Kyu rank and status 

testing. Thank you everyone for demonstrating you knowledge of the art of Aikido and for putting in a lot 

of hard work. A special thank you to Sifu Mike Anderson of Dao USA: Pikes Peak Chapter, and to Hal 

Render Sensei and his students from Colorado Springs Community Aikido for attending and supporting the 

group.   

 
Gup rank and status testing for Tang Soo Do students was held on 

Saturday September 26th at the Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do Studies 

- COS. Many students status tested, and several rank tested. The highest 

rank tested for was brown belt 4th Gup. Students demonstrated their 

progress and development in understanding and execution of the many 

techniques, forms and combinations of Tangsoology. Thank you 

especially to Mike Parenteau Sabomnim of The Tangsoology Institute of 

Longmont and Scott Arnold Sabomnim Fountain Valley Taekwondo for 

attending and supporting the Tang Soo Do group.  
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The Center for Aikido and Tang So Do studies had the honor of being invited to watch several Aikido Dojo 

from around Colorado test at Tanshinjuku Aikido before Shihan Kei Izawa and several other Sensei on the 8
th

 of 

November, 2015. This was a great opportunity for us as we had the privilege to see not only the hard work that 

all the students put in to learn or improve their technique, but we also witnessed students testing for rank all the 

way up to 3
rd

 Dan.  Thank you to Izawa Shihan and Aikitanshinjuku for welcoming us into the Aikikai family. 

 

 

 

Aikido and Tang Soo Do rank promotions were held 

on October 10
th

 2015 at The Center for Aikido and 

Tang Soo Do Studies. Many students received new 

rankings as well as a special certificate showing their 

new rank as families and friends observed. 

Congratulations to all of those who earned their next 

rank, and keep up the good work! 
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On December 3
rd

, 2015 The Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do 

Studies celebrated Grand Master Lee and his creation of 

Tangsoology.  This Memorial workout marked the 40
th

 year of 

Tangsoology.  Students from Tangsoology and Aikido both 

participated in the workout.  Thank you to Parenteau Sabom-

nim of the Tangsoology Institute of Longmont for supporting 

this event. 

 

On Sunday, December 13, we had the pleasure of having Medeiros Sabom-nim/Sensei teach both Aikido and 

Tang Soo Do classes. The classes that he held were very relaxed and informative. In fact, he spoke of just this 

very thing, using relaxation to your advantage. He spoke of how to incorporate this into not just training, but how 

to live your life. He spoke of how to remain calm amidst a society full of turmoil and how to blend with oneself, 

partner, society... world. Medeiros Sabom-nim/Sensei was also able to train Iaido with Parenteau Sabom-in and 

Miller Sensei.  A visiting Render Sensei was also presented with an appreciation certificate. We would all like to 

extend a huge thank you to Medeiros Sabom-nim/Sensei for coming up to spend his time with us.  Also, thank 

you to Mike Parenteau Sabom-nim and Hal Render Sensei of Colorado Springs Community Aikido for your 

support. 
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Aikido 

By Nicole Traceski 

7
th
 kyu – Aikido 

It is not what it seems. That‟s the 

first thing that comes to my mind when I 

think of Aikido.  It‟s not what it seems. 

Aikido is different, not you‟re normal beat 

them up throw them out the window; get a 

belt and a trophy for damages to the enemy. 

This art completely and totally blows my 

mind out of the water. It is such a deep 

concept, something that forces you to think 

differently. Everything connects to 

everything. All of you, every single part of 

your being has to be immersed. Spirit, mind, 

body; if it is not immersed you become off 

kilter very quickly.   

Being a white belt, and having some 

but not all knowledge of energy; I get some  

 

 

 

 

of it. Then all of the sudden; I don‟t. Just 

when I think I have grasped things; it 

changes flips and goes deeper. My head 

spins, and I find myself digging, researching 

trying to find the answers, put the flipping 

pieces together. The answer comes, almost 

as a giggle. “It‟s simple. Keep it soft, 

connect, switch your feet, go with it.” The 

spirit understands, while the body and brain 

have a hard time letting go. In a world that 

teaches to be ever constantly hard and never 

yielding, Aikido teaches us to yield to let go, 

connect. 

 The phrase “empty mind” circles my 

thoughts.  I researched it, dug into it. It is a 

very hard thing to grasp. Letting go, 

emotion, awareness. What will be will be. 

We cannot change the world, just ourselves. 

We cannot control everything, just us. For 
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someone who has control and mistrust, this 

has been my biggest struggle. Yet, 

somewhere I was taught this concept, once 

long ago; but now I am having to reach 

further; to understand it on a level beyond 

what I know. 

 Aikido is like the wind, a gentle 

summer breeze or a storm brewing. At times 

it is soft, a connection; but in one swift gust 

it can turn brutal knock your one point 

straight into the universe and you are 

looking up at your partner, asking what just 

happened. 

 It is both beautiful and frustrating to 

me. It is counter intuitive to everything I 

have known, everything I have been taught. 

But is it really? What if just on the off 

chance, we are so disconnected from what 

our spirits know? What if Aikido, isn‟t as 

unnatural as I try to make it? 

 O‟Sensei knew what he spoke of; he 

knew of things, my mind is struggling with 

grasping. Perhaps I am looking at this 

entirely skewed. Aikido is an art born from 

Bushido, born from an ancient and more 

spiritual time, one that modern times have 

forgotten. Since my mind is more of a 

modern mind because of culture and time; 

maybe I am not seeing deep enough. 

 Balance is huge in Aikido; probably 

the first art in modern time I have ever run 

across that talks about this. Balance of mind, 

of body, of spirit. If your Ki is in your chest, 

you are going to throw, pull, yell from the 

chest. But when Ki is balanced at its center, 

all of the sudden things click. You flow 

more easily, and movements are more 

natural.  

 Etiquette is something that I never 

thought about beyond just bowing on the 

mat and bowing to your partner. There are 

all these little things: how your belt is tied, if 

your belt comes loose during class, walking 

behind everyone, sitting in rank, knees on 

the line, never come up early. I forget to 
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bow sometimes, but it has made me realize 

that there is honor and respect in all things 

that we do, and in every living being around 

us.  

 Aikido teaches meditation, 

awareness. The harder we go in, the harder 

we go out. Along with balance and 

movement, comes knowing what we put into 

our bodies, our environment, where we 

stand in our flaws, why are we so closed 

down?  I have learned that awareness is 

huge, that knowing where we are mentally, 

physically, spiritually is what encircles how 

we do both in life and on the mat. My mind 

is boggled at how much really affects us, 

little tiny things that on such an intricate 

level can send us out of Ki. 

 Simple concepts of Aikido get 

complicated at times. I am always having to 

switch my feet or twist my arm in a way I 

never have before. It‟s the test of over 

thinking versus simple concepts.  It reminds me of , angles, cuts with twists and steps. If I over think, I confuse myself, and have to reset.  

 Aikido isn‟t just something you walk 

into, and walk away from. Slowly, even 

without knowing it; you become immersed 

with the art, with the concepts. Your view 

change shifts and you see things differently. 

It could be a subtle shift or a blinding 

awakening. For me, it was both.  I still feel 

like I am missing something, there is a 

concept somewhere of importance that will 

make it all click, and maybe that will come 

with time, more practice more learning.  

 I am often impatient, so I believe that 

the universe just very well might be trying to 

teach me the art of waiting, and that my 

growth will come straight from how serious 

I take Aikido, even when it reveals my 

weakest points.  

I-4 

By Deyvian Atencio, Age 10 

7
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

This is how to do I-4. First you do a 

low block to your left. Then middle punch 

then high block all from back stance. Then 
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turn to your right side then low block, 

middle punch and high block. Then turn to 

the front side of the room and do middle 

punch, middle punch, high punch three 

times down the center and ki-yup on the last 

one. Then turn to your left and do low block 

and middle punch then high block. Then 

turn and do low block, middle punch and 

then high block then turn. Then do middle 

punch, middle punch, high punch three 

times down the center and ki-yup on the 

third time. Turn to the left. Then Low block 

and middle punch and high block. Turn then 

do low block, middle punch, high block all 

from back stance. 

Tang Soo Do 

By Isaiah Fordahl, Age 8 

7
th
 gup – Tang Soo Do 

I love Tang Soo Do! People can 

break boards. Tang Soo Do is awesome. 

There are speed boards. 

 I know these forms: L1, L2, L3, L4, 

and L5; I1, I2, I3, I4, and I5; and Pyong 

Chodan.  

 The order of the belts are: white belt, 

yellow stripe, yellow belt, green belt, green 

trim, brown belt, brown trim, red belt, red 

trim, and finely black belt!  (Midnight blue.) 

 There are jumping kicks, for 

example: jump front kick, jump side kick, 

jump turn kick. 

 I am a yellow belt. I can test for 

green belt in 2 or 3 months. I feel awesome 

testing for green belt.  

 We have a conditioner. We condition 

our fists on it. We can back fist strike, high 

punch, middle punch, and low punch if you 

are a giant.  

 Our instructor is Mr. Miller. Our 

Tang Soo Do side of the school is called 

Hang Pokahn Dojang. 

 My last name is Fordahl; my Tang 

Soo Do name is Mr. Fordahl. My first name 

is Isaiah. 

 It‟s bad etiquette to say people‟s first 

name if they‟re higher rank than you. If 

someone is lower rank than you, then you 
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can say their first name. I have made a lot of 

friends in Tang Soo Do.  

Being a Jedi Isn’t Easy 

By Ben Artus 

7
th
 gup – Tang Soo Do 

A thought struck me the other day: 

there are a lot of parallels between Tang Soo 

Do and the fictitious Jedi from Star Wars. 

When this idea first struck me, I thought, 

“How ridiculous that is. Sabom would shake 

his head in exasperation to hear such 

nonsense.” But the more I thought about it, 

the more I believe that the philosophy of 

Tang Soo Do can be reconciled with the Jedi 

code, and that a student of Tangsoology 

bears the same powers – and responsibilities 

– of a Jedi. 

 First, students are promoted when 

deemed ready for new responsibilities. 

Obviously, Sabom Miller doesn't hand out 

lightsabers to students as they advance, but 

he does require us to reach a certain level of 

experience before having us perform 

advanced kicks or other self-defense 

techniques. The blue tops, like Jedi masters, 

decide when you are ready to move forward 

in rank. 

 “Jedi protect the peace. We are 

warriors of peace, and are not ones to use 

force to resolve a conflict; it is through 

peace, understanding and harmony that 

conflicts resolve.” We, as martial artists 

follow the same principle; it's in both of our 

pledges. We will never be the ones to strike 

out and start a fight with our abilities. 

Violence must be a last resort, when there is 

imminent danger and no way to avoid an 

attacker from harming you. And even then, 

we only use enough force to neutralize the 

danger. Our goal is to harmonize with 

others, and to establish empathy, not enmity.  

 As followers of the Tang Soo Do or 

Jedi code, we must never follow a path of 

negative emotions. You can't bring anger, 

hate, or fear into a stressful situation, or it 

can lead to the dark side. If your decisions 
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are driven by these negative emotions, it 

could lead to legal consequences. Or worse, 

you might attack someone or come to harm 

yourself, when you could have simply 

walked away. As Sabom says, we must not 

only protect ourselves, but also protect our 

attacker. We must work to improve 

ourselves, and protect our attacker so that 

they can change their own life's path.  

 So although we can't throw cars 

around with the force or cut through steel 

with a lightsaber, I'm still honored to be part 

of a small community of martial artists, 

trying to better the world, and learning 

borderline-supernatural skills. If it were 

easy, everyone would do it, right? 

Aikido 

By Philip Fordahl, age 5 

6
th
 kyu – Aikido 

 I like rolls, because they are fun. 

They are really easy. It took me twelve 

Aikido nights to learn how to do rolls. I like 

to do horse falls. I like that I lay on the 

person‟s back and then fall off their back.  

 I like my orange belt. I started at 

white belt, and I got my orange belt by 

working really, really, really hard. I have to 

do rolls, techniques, and stretches ten times 

each, two nights a week for months.  

 I want to get new mats as soft as 

lotion, because it would be like stepping on 

lotion. The mats I have right now are as hard 

as rock. Cleaning the mats is hard work, but 

it is easy and fast when everyone works 

together.  

 I want a black colored skirt. I want it 

because then I can be the head of the class. I 

want to teach Aikido someday.  

 I like Aikido because I make friends. 

My friends are Caleb, Chris, and Jake. I‟m 

glad Aikido uses partners, because they are 

fun and cool.  
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Martial Arts 

By Jacob Olson, Age 6 

6
th
 Kyu – Aikido 

7
th
 Gup - Tang Soo Do 

 

Tangsoology is hard.  It is good 

because you learn to defend yourself.  Tang 

Soo Do started in Korea.  Master Lee started 

Tangsoology.  You need to practice every 

day.  That is very important. 

As I Grow in Aikido 

By Dauphin Williams 

6
th
 kyu – Aikido 

As I grow in Aikido, I have a hunger 

to learn more and more. Techniques can be 

done differently by different people and still 

be effective. That's why I believe Aikido is 

so versatile. From going to seminars, 

watching testing, watching videos on 

Youtube and reading books I learn a little bit 

more every day.  

Practicing at home is also essential to 

me. Even if I can only give 10-15 minutes at 

home it will help me along that much more 

to become an exceptional student and not a 

mediocre one. Even working on Tenkan at 

home or at work is beneficial to me in 

realizing how circular Aikido is. Why waste 

your time practicing unless you want to be 

great? No one practices to be sloppy.  

I've noticed that I feel something 

when I apply proper technique.  My body 

feels fluid, like a wave moving. I am 

noticing things that I have not noticed 

before, such as stances and subtle 

movements.  

I try to make goals for myself so that 

I am more prone to get better at things I 

think I am lacking in such as rolling. As I 

mature in my abilities, I also notice the 

higher kyus exert less energy while doing 

techniques yet they are still effective.  

I am thankful to be in good health 

and training again. I have trained in a couple 

of different disciplines and Aikido seems to 

be more in tune in what I want. I don't want 

to hurt anyone. I just want to go about my 

daily life and take care of my friends, family 
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and live.  Aikido is in line with those 

principles but also gives me a way to protect 

myself should the situation arise when 

someone would want to do my family or 

myself harm. 

Voices 

By Kaitlynn Darrow 

6
th
 gup – Tang Soo Do 

The voices and figures swirl around 

in my head, disorienting me. Said 

disorientation makes it difficult for me to 

remain calm around others. The different 

colored figures cloud my vision as the 

voices clog my ears. Still I have to keep 

going about my day, about my 

responsibilities.  

 The voices are the hardest to deal 

with. They start out so calm and convincing, 

as if they have only my best interests in 

mind. They start out as sweet whispers, 

“It will be all right.” 

“This is all you have to do.” 

“Do this and everything will be ok, no one 

will care.” 

I always say no, but the more I do so, 

the louder they get. Instead of sweet words, 

all I hear is anger and disgust. 

“You are too weak!” 

“How can you claim to be strong?! How?!” 

 As the voices get louder, the colors 

become more turbulent. Vague shapes turn 

into painful angles, then to vicious 

whirlwinds. They cloud my vision until it‟s 

all I see. The reds and blues turn to blacks 

and purples so deep you can hardly tell the 

difference between them. Over and over 

they go, stabbing into me. 

 That is when I attempt to find my 

calm. My little pond in all of the chaos. 

There are times when this calm is easy to 

find, others when it seems nonexistent. Now 

a days I can find this pond far quicker, but I 

still have to work on it. No matter how much 
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I work on it, there‟s always some way I can 

do better.  

That is why I depend on Tang Soo 

Do so much. Tang gives me practice on 

finding my center, my calm. It gives me a 

way to vent the frustrations in a way that lets 

me feel accomplished. With every day of 

practice, I work to perfect what I know. The 

reason I relate to Tang Soo Do so well, is 

because no matter how much I work, there is 

always something I can work on. 

Aikido 

By Caleb Babrudi, age 9 

5
th
 Kyu – Aikido 

7
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

I think of Aikido as an understanding 

martial art. When I was a white belt I came 

and thought that Aikido was a place where 

you play and have fun, but it is actually a 

place where we work and have fun. Aikido 

is peace through harmony. The next belt I 

earned was orange belt, and each belt in 

Aikido represents something. So when I was 

an orange belt I was starting to get the hang 

of how to use my waist instead of muscles.  

Also if I use muscle in Aikido, I do not 

harmonize with my partner. And in Aikido 

you have to harmonize with your partner. 

The founder of aikido, O„Sensei (Morihei 

Ueshiba), is a very nice person. And all of 

his Aikido is like flowing water. O‟Sensei 

has a very good center and he was only 

4‟11”.  

So now I am 5
th

 kyu and it feels very 

good because I don‟t just love being senior 

to the little kids, it feels good when you 

know that you have helped someone. Also 

when you are senior you get to go to very 

fun stuff like seminars and testing. When 

you are a senior you get many more 

privileges than the junior ranks. But you are 

not allowed to use them for no reason.  

Finally, Aikido is a place where you 

make mistakes and that‟s ok, that is what 

you are at the dojo for.    
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Aikido 

By Christ Babrudi, age 14 

5
th
 Kyu – Aikido 

7
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

 

The way I think of Aikido, is it is 

like a path to greater understanding. For 

example, just the fact that we obey our 

seniors; this is a greater understanding of 

our limits towards our seniors. Even if there 

is an orange belt and he is 5 and I‟m a white 

belt and 14 years old, I still have to treat him 

with respect as a higher ranking student.  

Also, our rolls and falls teach us a 

greater understanding on how to fall and 

manage our breaths. Another thing we have 

to abide by is sitting in keiza and not 

fidgeting as we warm up our arms and hands 

and upper body. I also like to think of Sensei 

as a magician because he can do something 

spooky called moving your center. I haven‟t 

come to understand the basics of moving my 

center, therefore making it harder to do the 

moves that need center rotation.  

Sometimes I find myself jammed in 

the grasp of my uke. That is why I like to 

work with my seniors that are wearing a 

Hakama, especially Roger-san, Eric-san, and 

Samantha-san. Over the course of my 

learning experience in Aikido, I have 

learned a lot from them. Which brings me to 

my next point, which are the children.  

I attend the kid‟s class to help Sensei 

out and provide an uke for him. He assigns 

my brother and me to particular young 

children so we can keep them on task and 

working. The reason for me going to the 

kid‟s class is not only for me helping, but I 

am learning how to deal with little children 

that can be difficult at times. When I go to 

the kid‟s class it is a learning experience for 

me because I learn to do my techniques 

gently but effectively.  

Finally, Aikido is a very interesting 

and fun art and I recommend it for all ages.  
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Personal Development in 

Aikido 

By Laura Harnar 

5
th
 Kyu – Aikido 

In Aikido, mind and body need to be 

coordinate, “stilling of the mind even as the 

body is in action.” Aikido is a practice that 

you live “a way of life.” If you only practice 

the techniques you are just doing Jiu Jitsu. 

While researching on ideas for this 

article, I came across quite a few articles 

about the psychology and personal 

development of Aikido. In particular, I 

found a video titled, “Aikido Psychology – 

Improving Aikido for Personal 

Development” (Integrationtraining.com 

2012). The video focuses on basic health, 

adversity, respect, embodiment and transfer. 

We can grow and improve our lives 

by training in Aikido. A healthy body is 

needed to have a healthy mind. When we 

attend class we are creating a healthier body. 

The stretching exercises, aerobics, pressure 

points and ukemi help increase our balance, 

improves our body movement and 

awareness.  

Adversity in Aikido is how we deal 

with pressure and stress. Understanding our 

distress response and relaying that to our 

partner is important for our development. 

You need to start slowly and gradually 

increase the pressure or manner of attack so 

you are more comfortable doing and 

receiving the techniques.  

Embodiment is a way of being, our 

posture, how we move and breath. In 

Aikido, our embodiment is also learning to 

relax under pressure “integrating strength 

with compassion.” In Aikido training, the 

goal is to be positive, strong, flexible, and be 

more compassionate.  

Transferring what we learn in Aikido 

to our outside life is important for our 

personal development. How we interact and 

do our techniques in training can reveal 

many things about ourselves. Are you too 
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passive, do you help the other person; are 

you rushing or doing things to quick? 

Question yourself to see if these things show 

up in your everyday life. Practicing Aikido 

can enlighten our lives by creating positive 

changes. 

Ki 

By Samuel Paugh, age 8 

4
th
 Kyu – Aikido 

Ki is personal energy in your entire 

body. It is needed for all martial arts. Aikido 

is where I learned about Ki. What Ki does is 

help you understand your body.  

This is important because it links 

energy though out your body. Ki is also 

important because when you do Aikido and 

have Ki the techniques are effortless. If you 

extend Ki you cannot be hit because your 

opponent will be out of range. To extend Ki 

you must extend your body and your 

personal energy.  

If you stretch then your Aikido will 

get better along with your Ki. We think 

about touching the back wall of the dojo and 

extending Ki. First, you must relax your 

mind. Second step is to extend your arm to 

far distances. 

You don‟t only use Ki in the dojo 

you use it everywhere. You can use Ki at 

home. For example you can open the door 

by extending or make a sandwich. 

 

 

The Start of a Lifetime 

By Jake Paugh 

4
th
 Kyu – Aikido 

Over the last 18 months that I have 

been training Aikido, so many new things 

have been explained and shown to me that 

it‟s hard to keep it all straight; especially 

when most of it is foreign to me both in 

language and mentality.  

Before Aikido the thought of Ki 

flowing through my body was crazy, the 

thought of affecting someone‟s center with a 

light touch and my intent was lunacy. Yet 
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here I am 18 months later very much a 

believer in these things. In fact, now I‟m 

sold that good Aikido isn‟t magic, but the 

result of years of focused training in all 

aspects of the martial art.  

My latest miracle to tackle within the 

Aikido realm is gaining a better grasp on 

Musubi. As it‟s often explained to us, 

Musubi is simply your connection; to the 

world around you; with another person; with 

your Jo staff or Boken or any other 

extension of yourself. 

 As I become more aware of my own 

body, I have begun to feel as though I am 

more connected to my partners when I train. 

Even better I‟ve started to feel the 

connection between my center and the 

person I am training with whether I am 

applying a technique or just along for the 

ride. I truly believe this is only the 

beginning to the Musubi rabbit hole.  

In the recent months, I‟ve begun to 

take notice of how I connect to the things 

around me. Do I crush the shell of the egg or 

can I feel the shell slowly separate until it 

slowly gives way? Do I death-grip the door 

knob and crank on it until it opens or lightly 

connect and feel the inner workings move as 

I twist until it falls open? All of these 

questions and more have been leading me 

down the path to better Musubi.  

 I seem to stumble across brief 

moments where everything within me feels 

connected; my foot is connected to the 

ground from where my weight pushes off, 

driving my hand outward from my body 

towards Nage or more realistically the 

coffee pot. 

Tang Soo Do Training 

By Tywon Casey, Age 10 

4
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

Tang Soo Do teaches me self-

defense and discipline. Our karate teacher 

teaches us karate so we never have to use it. 
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I train a lot, especially when Grand Master 

Lee's Memorial work out around. The most 

fun part of karate, is learning new moves 

and forms and getting new ranks. My 

teacher pushes me past the limit because he 

wants us to be as good as him. I like Mr. 

Medeiros because he is funny. I like Mr. 

Miller because he does kicking classes, 

stretching classes and form classes.  

Tang Soo Do 

By Koson Casey, Age 12 

4
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

 I like training a lot, especially with 

Mr. Miller, and my friends. Without my 

Teacher, Mr. Miller, I wouldn't be “good” at 

karate. Also, my parents and brother push 

me past my limit. I know Mr. Miller pushed 

us, but it is because he wants us to get good. 

I will follow in his footsteps and carry his 

legacy because it is my passion. I know that 

I have to work hard and I try my best. Most 

of the time I do but sometimes I don't. That 

is what inspires me to do karate. 

Dedication 

By Kevin Morris, Age 12 

4
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

I get very nervous when we have 

high ranked people come visit. I start 

screwing up and making mistakes. I am 

trying to get better with that. I'm very 

nervous and just tense up my body and mind 

and make mistakes. It happens almost every 

time and I just need to get use to them. I 

can't stop fidgeting and getting scared every 

time they talk to me. It is normal to get 

nervous, but I need to calm down. Martial 

arts are supposed to help you relax, but it 

just all goes away when I am around high 

ranking guests. I'm really calm when they 

are not there. I do better but I get 

embarrassed. Sabom Miller tells his 

instructor, Sabom Medeiros all about all of 

us students. He tells him I am good, but the 

minute Sabom Medeiros shows up, I am 

nervous. People look at me and I have to 

lead. I have to be a good role model. I can't 

be off the mark the second I'm around 
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people I don‟t know very well. Martial arts 

are not easy at all and some people think it 

is. You can throw a punch, but there are 

many questions that you could ask yourself. 

Where is my ready hand? Did I turn my 

waist? Is this the right stance? I ask myself 

that when I hit. You can't think of 

everything in five seconds. That is why we 

do techniques over and over. It bores some 

people and some people leave or people 

work to black belt (for most martial arts but 

for Tang Soo Do it is midnight blue belt). I 

plan to get to midnight blue belt and 

continue training. There are so many things 

to work on and never use. People think that 

is pointless. 

 Games are pointless but people make 

thousands of these video games. You can 

think for example, a game is a martial art 

and think of the guides and videos as what 

you need for that game. Each game is a 

technique, now how pointless is it? Martial 

arts are not always what you are doing all 

the time, but you do. Martial arts are present 

when you walk without your lanyard 

bounding off your chest and not tensing up. 

It is your life, but martial arts are in it. I 

don't train all day, just like you don't play 

games all day. Though, you do train a few 

times a week at least, just like games. You 

get better like games and make progress. It 

is an idea people might be against, they say 

it is their lives and that is how it is. I'm 

saying most people play a little every day, 

like we practice every day. People don't do 

that if they are not interested. Once there 

was a smoker who trained for a little while, 

and gave up. Smoking is effortless but very 

unhealthy. I bet that the person just wasn't 

ready because of how unhealthy that person 

was. My main point is, that martial arts are 

something you pursue. You don't just 

become Master Lee in one day. He trained 

for a very, very long time. 
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Hakama 

By Mike Pinard 

3
rd
 Kyu – Aikido 

I have recently tested for the next 

belt rank.  I was confident in my ability to 

know the techniques, at least in the physical 

sense.  I was even confident when the 

techniques were called out and my ability to 

know which ones to perform.  I was 

awarded the next belt, which was at the 3
rd

 

kyu level.   

This opportunity also had additional 

responsibilities which is the wearing of the 

Hakama.  This has been an adventure in 

itself, as I am still learning how to properly 

wear it, and even more challenging, how to 

put it on without the senior students looking 

at me with a raised eyebrow and a shake 

their heads, as I could almost read their 

minds.  Nonetheless, I am proud to wear the 

skirted pant and understand its meaning. 

However, trying to perform each technique 

with style and grace has been, what seems to 

me anyway, a true test of relaxation.   

Once I was awarded the new rank, I 

made it my personal goal to understand Ki 

much better this year.  My philosophy has 

been to set the example and lead by example 

since I am wearing the Hakama, which goes 

to show how I feel about the traditional 

uniform and its legacy.   

I have, however, bit off more than I 

can chew.  As Sensei Miller calls me up for 

demonstration purposes, I am nervous inside 

not knowing which direction he is going to 

toss me.  I have only created my own 

internal anxiety because he is simply 

showing stretching techniques incorporated 

with Aikido. 

Now, for those who know me pretty 

well, even this has been a challenge.  Again, 

I have created my own inability to move in 

different directions due to lack of stretching, 

and yes, I know better.  When you add in 

ego, and trying to achieve better results at 

lifting a particular weight, you ask yourself, 
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“Is it worth it?”  As it applies to Aikido, I 

would have to answer, “Not so much.”   

I have learned a great deal from this 

man, and just as much from one senior 

student who has worked with me on 

different days of the week separate from the 

class schedule.  I could NOT be where I am 

at without him. 

With that being said, lately, when I 

am able to make class, Sensei Miller calls 

me up, and again I get a little nervous for no 

reason, as he is simply trying to move and 

break up my shoulder arthritis and better 

circulate better Ki.  He and the senior 

students know exactly where my Ki stops; in 

my shoulders.  Here is the kicker; I thought I 

was relaxed.  Anyway, the 3
rd

 kyu and the 

wearing of the Hakama has been a great 

experience, even though it has been for a 

short time.   

 

 

 

Little Kids can change 

By Kevin Morris, Age 12 

3
rd
 Kyu – Aikido 

 

I work with little ones a lot. It builds 

my character and makes me strict. When a 

kid is sick I soften, but if they turn out not to 

be, I get back to it. Kids are stubborn and 

you have to get around that and pick them 

up if they are down. Sometimes they give 

up, but I keep them moving at least to keep 

their interest. Each kid has their own 

personality. Sometimes you get hyper kids 

who are pumped. They are ready to go but 

realize how hard it is and sometimes want to 

give up. I try to help motivate them. I started 

when I was eight. Now here I am at 12 ½ 

and still going strong. I will admit that I 

wasn't pumped at first and sometimes 

thought I was wasting time. I stayed; I got 

more productive, less selfish, less needy and 

more patient. I feel little kids are more lazy, 

and that is ok because they will learn. I have 

a six year old brother and when I was his 

age I was just like that. 
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 I first came to the dojo and was on 

the mat while I was in diapers. I‟ve heard 

that I learned how to bow by myself just by 

watching others at that age. Little kids can 

learn, they learn by others‟ lead. Sometimes 

they get annoyed and give up. They need 

someone there to lead them and I am there 

to help. I have to help them along just like 

Sensei Miller does. They become better like 

everyone else with time. It is harder because 

their interest is elsewhere sometimes but 

they still get better. One cried a lot when we 

trained with him and tried to get out of it, 

but we kept him going. Little kids take great 

risks to get what they want because they 

have no self-discipline. At our dojo, you 

learn self-discipline just like at home. You 

could sit a kid in front of a sweet and if he 

doesn't eat it he has some self-discipline 

because he wasn't told to eat it but he wasn't 

told not, “no”. Not stealing is self-discipline 

also. You want things that you can't have 

and you don't steal. It is good that we have 

taught kids this lesson. My main point is that 

little kids can change.  

  

Manage Ki So That it 

Manages You 

By Eric Lustig 

1
st
 Kyu – Aikido 

What if all mankind were Aikidoka? 

Can we imagine the Aiki-spirit that we 

would all share? Would we all get along in a 

serene world, free of violence, greed, and 

envy? This is a profound question, yet one 

that is easily riposted.  

 In the wake of a gruesome event that 

recently unfolded here in Colorado Springs, 

there is a lot of speculation in the news 

outlets and social media regarding the man‟s 

motives. Quite frankly, one could not 

commit such a heinous act if he was not 

insane. Of course, in a court of law, one 

must be proven to be insane by a qualified 

forensic psychologist before that label can 

be accepted. So aside from that what was 

wrong with this man? 
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 This brings me to a quote from 

O‟Sensei I uncovered in researching some of 

his “riddles.” This one, in fact, is not a 

riddle, but rather conventional: “All life is a 

manifestation of the spirit, the manifestation 

of love.” With the speculation that this man 

targeted Planned Parenthood as a means of 

retribution toward a cause is hypocritical at 

best. 

 Allow me to go back to my initial 

question: what if all were Akidoka? 

Hypothetically speaking, we would certainly 

all get along, and the world would be rid of 

violence, greed, and envy. This notion, 

however, is purely hypothetical. In fact, so 

many who practice Aikido are hardly 

Aikidoka. Lacking a true Aiki-spirit limits 

ones own ability to not only crack the many 

riddles from O‟Sensei, but also practice 

them as a creed.  

 I often meet fellow Aikido 

practitioners at summits, seminars, and other 

dojos, who are far from Aikidoka. They are 

often egotistical, arrogant, and aggressive. 

Pause for a moment and rest assured that I 

am not preaching, and that I am well aware 

that I have not achieved this label; Aikidoka. 

O‟Sensei has spoken of “many paths” 

leading to the top of Mt. Fuji. All of these 

ladies and gentleman I have trained with are 

on a path, and it is a lifelong path. For those 

fortunate enough to have begun their 

training at an early age (the kiddos I enjoy 

working with so much in youth class, for 

example), should be admired for their 

opportunities. For those of us who started 

later in life, our path will be much shorter, 

yet far steeper. 

 I have met several people in my life 

who I consider to be accomplished 

Aikidoka. That is, they have one-point 

throughout their day. They possess it much 

in the same way the typical person breaths. 

It is not a conscious behavior, but rather 

impromptu. Furthermore, their Ki is 

inherent.  One gentleman in particular that I 
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recall was a fellow teacher. I was in awe at 

his ability to remain calm and unfazed by 

stressful things in his surrounding 

environment. He was able to control his 

classroom in a manner that was admirable. 

He even walked in a certain way that I did 

not understand at the time. Now that I am 

aware of one-point and Ki and how they 

affect us, I now understand that he possessed 

the two innately. 

 I have a temper: a bad one. I do not 

react violently toward people or animals, but 

I do react to inanimate objects. I have nearly 

broken my foot kicking my lawnmower 

because it will not start on the third pull. I 

have put too many holes in walls, doors, 

windows, etc. to count. While I continually 

work on controlling this, I am far from 

doing so. I am beginning to feel, however, 

where my Ki is when I lose my temper. It is 

all in my head. I feel it throbbing, pulsating, 

and emanating from my cranium. Yes, I feel 

it in its physical form. Understanding Ki has 

helped me understand how it controls us, 

and also how we control or manage it. When 

I can successfully bring that Ki down to 

where it belongs, I have noticed my patience 

level towards people, and things, grows 

exponentially. 

 The maniac that ripped through our 

community last week obviously had no 

understanding of Ki. He allowed an anger 

and resentment toward something or 

someone to trigger something underneath 

that had probably been festering for a long 

time. 

O‟Sensei viewed Aikido as a way to 

bring peace to our world. A way to end 

conflicts and wars. Going back to my 

hypothetical dream of a world in which 

everybody was a true Aikidoka, this world 

would be a better place if we all practiced. 

However, that is not a reality. One must first 

seek out a path towards peace, and that is the 

most arduous step. 
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Grand Master Lee Memorial 

Workout 

By Eric Lustig 

1
st
 Kyu – Aikido 

The Center for Aikido and Tang Soo 

Do Studies invited me to the annual workout 

to recognize one of the key figures in 

Tangsoology: Grand Master Jong. H. Lee. 

As an Aikidoka, I was reluctant to join in the 

celebration. However, my commitment to 

learning inspired me to attend. The workout 

consisted of two hours of hard work, 

technique, and physical activities quite 

foreign to somebody in my discipline. As a 

member of our dojo/dojang, I must admit 

this was a bit daunting and intimidating.  

While I feel quite comfortable in an 

Aikido setting, this was a humbling 

experience. I left the celebration with a 

strong feeling of accomplishment and was 

quite impressed by my Tang Soo Do 

counterparts. In addition, my legs and arms 

were sore for days from the experience of 

using muscles that are typically “quiet” 

during an Aikido workout. Nothing is more 

fulfilling than the challenge of practicing 

something new. There is always something 

new to learn and experience. Never stop! 

Time 

By Roger Padgett 

1
st
 Kyu – Aikido 

The time we spend in the dojo is 

very important. It‟s the place where we learn 

what to work on. We take what we‟ve 

learned and apply it outside of the dojo. 

Techniques are a large portion of what we 

learn in class. They‟re what almost everyone 

sees first. They‟re what‟s most talked about 

or most questioned. Visually they look 

awesome. Physically they‟re demanding.  

Especially more so that what‟s 

produced visually for us to compare. Behind 

the scenes there are several components that 

need to be refined in order to perform a 

technique well. Learning how to roll and fall 

is among the most important. These help us 

develop how to maneuver safely when being 
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thrown or pinned. The more advanced the 

technique, the harder it is to remain safe 

when learning how to perform the technique 

or come out of it. These also help build our 

core. Aikido relies on a lot of waist 

movement, so it‟s important to build up that 

center strength and stamina. Breathing is 

another important one. Irregular breathing 

can cause shortness of breath or 

sluggishness. Learning how to breathe 

properly while on or off the mat helps us to 

maintain our stature and levelness.  

Stretching is just as important as 

breathing. In fact, doing them together can 

help build the other even quicker. This keeps 

us relaxed and helps keep out of the blue 

muscle cramps or spasms to a minimum. 

Etiquette is also something that isn‟t noticed 

right off the bat. This comes into play 

constantly throughout our day and even 

though we don‟t have classes specifically 

dedicated to this, we touch base with it 

every day we‟re in the dojo or not. Lining up 

of the shoes, bowing, keeping uniforms 

clean, contributing back to the art, and 

helping others is a huge part of this dojo as 

well as the art itself. It is essential that these 

be practiced at the dojo and outside the dojo. 

We all spend an extreme amount more time 

out of the dojo than we do in it. There‟s 

more time to spare to work on some of these 

things even if it‟s a small amount of time 

during the day.  

Seniors and Opportunity 

By Samantha schottler 

1
st
 Kyu – Aikido 

Being a senior student entails much 

more than what a lot of people think. A lot 

of people do not see what goes on besides 

what they see in class. It is kind of like 

being a senior in high school. As a senior in 

high school, you have gone through three 

years of getting used to the teachers, the 

structure and how everything works. As a 

senior, you get to help the freshman and 

sophomores find their way in getting used to 

the environment and what is expected of 
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them and what they can expect. The lower 

classmen look up to seniors just as the lower 

ranked students look up to the higher ranked 

students.  

Being a senior student requires a lot 

of responsibility and dedication to the 

Art(s), your instructor, your school and to 

the other students. Senior students are there 

to assist Sabom-Nim/Sensei Miller with 

whatever he may need. We will help Sabom-

Nim/Sensei Miller with things like leading 

class when he is unable to teach class. 

Senior students also help with 

getting information out about upcoming 

events such as the Chinese New Year 

Festival, or for special classes, like when 

Sabom-Nim/Sensei Medeiros comes to visit. 

Additional things the senior students assist 

Sabom-Nim/Sensei Miller with include 

making sure that things such as paper 

towels, soap and toilet paper do not run out.  

 There are also seniors that help 

Sabom-Nim/Sensei Miller with keeping 

track of school information and keep it 

organized along with keeping track of funds 

and who has paid dues and who still owes 

for dues that month. As all of you have 

experienced, seniors help juniors both on 

and off of the mat. We help guide the lower 

ranks in the correct direction in the art(s) 

that they train. Whether we help you with 

techniques, ukemi, forms, etc. while on the 

mat or answer questions that you may have 

when we are not on the mat.  

To me, we are Sabom-Nim/Sensei‟s 

right hands and do anything we can to help. 

Being a senior student is not easy but it is 

fulfilling, a great opportunity to help others 

and a very good learning experience. There 

are many more things that senior students 

help Sabom-Nim/Sensei Miller with but 

those were the few things I wanted to touch 

upon. Just think, one day you will be a 

senior student and will be able to really learn 
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more and more about giving back to Sabom-

Nim/Sensei Miller, the school, and the other 

students. You can help to grow the school 

and grow as a student of the arts.  

Why Do We Train? 

By Jesse Elliott 

3rd dan Tangsoology 

Why do we train in Martial Arts? 

Why should we train in Martial Arts? For 

those under 10, perhaps you train because 

your parents make you. Perhaps you train 

because you really want to. For those who 

are older, perhaps you feel obligated 

because you started this thing and you don‟t 

want to be a quitter. Perhaps you want to 

impress your friends outside of the studio, or 

perhaps you want to impress your fellow 

students or even your instructor.  

Whatever the motivation is, I have 

noticed that when the training gets hard, 

nearly everyone behaves the same way. 

When the training gets hard, there are some 

that just stop trying. Others try hard but look 

for little breaks when nobody's watching. 

Rarely do I see someone push through the 

difficulty without letting up and I‟m 

thinking of myself here as well.  

In other sports, when people want to 

excel you will see them push themselves to 

the very limit. If you want to get better at 

lifting weights, but you let up when it gets 

hard, you won‟t get very far. In order to 

move up to the next level you need to push 

past the point of exhaustion. When it feels 

like you can‟t possibly go on, that‟s when 

you really build strength. If you want to 

improve as a runner, but you slow way 

down whenever it gets difficult to breathe, 

you simply won‟t improve much. Sure you 

can get better just by doing it on a regular 

basis, but you will never excel if you don‟t 

push yourself.  

So why would Martial Arts be any 

different? It isn‟t but it‟s so easy to think 

that if we just show up enough and get 

enough time on the mat, we will magically 
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improve. And while it‟s true that you do 

need to show up, that‟s only the first step, 

and if that‟s all you do, don‟t expect 

amazing results. If you really want to excel, 

you‟ve got to be willing to push yourself. 

You‟ve got to be willing to feel completely 

exhausted and yet continue to give it 

everything you‟ve got. Much like weight 

lifting, if you train hard you will feel your 

muscles burn. You will feel your limbs 

collapse from weakness. You must push 

through it. Hold the correct stance even 

when it seems like you can‟t  but also like 

weight lifting, always with the correct 

technique. Pushing through doesn‟t mean 

causing yourself injury. Pushing through a 

torn muscle or an inflamed joint will only 

hinder your training. However, it is quite 

rare that a solid front stance will cause or 

even aggravate an injury, and yet think of 

how often you see people relax their front 

stance because it‟s hard. Don‟t do it, feel the 

strain, seek out the tight spots in your own 

body, work through it, push through it, and 

you will excel. Forget about all of the 

external reasons you have trained up to now. 

Focus on your training as an end in 

itself. Train so as to perfect an ancient and 

worthy art form, not for the next belt rank  

that will take care of itself. If you train for 

the sake of the art it will find its way into the 

rest of your life. It will change who you are 

as a person. It will give you a unique sort of 

self-confidence, the kind that everyone 

respects and wants but doesn‟t know how to 

get it. It will teach you how to approach 

everything else in life.  

Work hard for the sake of your own 

training, and not for those who are watching, 

and you will be exceptional.  
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As I am getting older and my body is 

changing, I am noticing a difference in how 

I train.  My instructor always did warn me 

that “we change the way we train as we get 

older”.  He also stated that as we get older 

“we train softer.”  What I learned is that 

being softer with your techniques allows 

them to be more powerful, not just in terms 

of their effectiveness, but in the 

philosophical applications as well.   

When the body is relaxed, the body‟s 

structure can be aligned better.  Proper 

alignment allows for proper distribution or 

power and movement.  Proper alignment 

also allows the proper channels for ki 

extension to be opened up.  Additionally, a 

properly relaxed body indicates and relaxed 

mind, and vice versa.  This is imperative in 

martial arts development, as the martial arts 

are not only a method for practicing martial 

techniques.  The martial arts should also be 

a vehicle to a healthier, happier and more 

productive life.  In order to accomplish these 

higher goals, a person must have a relaxed 

mind that is open and flowing.  When the 

body and mind are both relaxed and 

extending ki, great things happen in all 

aspect of life.   

One of my greatest obstacles in 

obtaining a properly aligned and relaxed 

body is my scoliosis condition, which causes 

a curvature at the top of my spine.  I once 

had the mindset that I would just accept this 

condition as it was and train around it.  

However, recently I had a change of heart.  I 

recalled that I once thought that my asthma 

was a condition that I would always just 

have to live with.   

Through martial arts training, I was 

able to overcome this condition.  The 

common school of thought is that asthma as 

a disease is not curable, and that it can only 
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be improved upon.  Through my own 

experience, I disagree completely with this 

mindset.  I had very severe asthma as a 

child, and needed an inhaler several times a 

day, especially in the winter. I started 

training karate, and haven‟t had to use an 

inhaler in over 20 years.  My asthma is not 

simply being controlled.  It is gone. 

So, why can‟t I attempt to heal my 

scoliosis, or at least improve it?  Recently, I 

have been experimenting with various neck 

and shoulder stretches and exercises to open 

the area up.  I have found a posture where I 

feel a stretch right where my curvature 

happens to be.  This posture involves 

keeping my chin slightly tucked in and 

keeping my tailbone pointing down rather 

than tailing up like it naturally wants to do.  

By training and doing forms more slowly, I 

can concentrate on this posture and really 

feel the area of the curvature heat up and 

open.  My techniques feel more stable, 

economical, balanced and powerful as well.   

This posture adheres to the tenants 

listed in the Song of The Sip Sam Seh, and I 

believe a light bulb just went on after 22+ 

years.  The answer was in front of me all 

along, and I am now seeing these basic 

concepts in an entirely new light.  This can 

be said of all the “basics” in martial arts, as 

the practitioner continually re-learns these 

principles in new ways based on their 

understanding and needs.  I am enjoying 

training in martial arts for the purpose of 

healing, whether that healing takes place on 

a spiritual, mental or physical way.  I believe 

all aspects of the “self” can be healed 

through proper training in martial arts and 

its deep and rich philosophies. If everyone 

trained to delve deeper into themselves, 

focusing on the internal rather than purely 

the external, I believe we‟d live in a more 

peaceful and more abundant world.  I greatly 

anticipate my future development, 

improvement and progress. 
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First, I want to thank all of you that I 

trained with while visiting Colorado this 

past summer.  It was great to work out in the 

old Dojang again.  Thank you Mr. Miller for 

keeping it going!  I am continually amazed 

by the quality of students that walk through 

that door and train hard to better themselves 

and their fellow practitioners.  Keep up the 

hard work, Tang Soo! 

 While practicing self-study of 

martial arts here in Texas, the movements, 

the philosophy, the intellectual and spiritual 

influence, I have come to the realization that 

movement is my current area of interest.  

Just as it says in the Song of the Sip Sam  

 

 

 

Seh (1), “Stillness embodies motion, 

motion stillness.  Seek stillness in motion.” 

Also, “Give awareness and purpose to every 

movement.  When done correctly all will 

appear effortless.”   

My current journey started with 

getting sick and tired of not being able to do 

hyung properly because my knees would 

give out (mostly my right knee).  Back 

stance was near impossible to hold for any 

length of time. Kicks were difficult without 

the knee support. [This aspect alone put me 

into a depression to where I pretty much 

gave up on martial arts for a while].  I have 

since learned that this is likely a hereditary 

condition. My mother (has arthritis and had 

both knees replaced) and grandmother (had 

osteoarthritis) both had similar issues.  So, I 

did some research on Google and looked for 
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natural remedies(2).  There are a lot of 

quacky ideas out there, however, some 

sounded reasonable like exercise and taking 

supplements such as Glucosamine Sulfate, 

Magnesium, fish oil, etc…  I haven‟t been to 

a specialist (doctor) yet, but probably will 

sometime in the future. 

Through this journey, I have realized 

that supplements would likely work better 

for me if taken regularly.  This is something 

I need to work on doing.  The exercise 

aspect has been more to my liking as well as 

eating clean.  My diet is better now than it 

has been my entire life.  I eat lots of quality 

protein (eggs, beef, chicken, fish, bacon- yes 

bacon, walnuts, almonds), organic (mostly) 

veggies, some fruit, minimal bread, little 

alcohol, some carbs like sweet potatoes, 

fresh popped corn with coconut oil, rice, 

squash, and rice or quinoa noodles.  I drink 

mostly just water and tea with a cup or two 

of coffee (with honey) every morning.  I am 

human, so I do enjoy the occasional dark 

chocolate.  No soda, minimal sugary treats, 

no chips, etc…   

I did some research on line and 

discovered a man named Ido Portal (3).  He 

is a former martial artist from Israel that 

focuses on mobility, balance, strength, and 

speed.  My flexibility in my back has 

improved, as has my fluidity in movement 

after practicing some of his principals.  

Studying and practicing some of his 

movements, led me to calisthenics.    

Through this continual lifestyle, I have 

increased my strength, balance, and knee 

mobility.  Daily, for the past two months, I 

have been doing handstands against a wall 

facing in and facing out, pike handstands; all 

different kinds of pushups with hollow body 

(push shoulder toward the ground and 

tighten the core and keeping elbows in).  I 

had no idea there were so many different 

kinds of pushups till I did some YouTube 

research (4).  I have experimented with 

diamond, knuckle, wide, archer, Russian, 
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elevated, back of wrist, and using bars.  

Also, lot‟s of pull up exercises from just 

hanging on the bar to strengthen my grip,  

then progressing to activating shoulder and 

upper back muscles while in a hanging 

position; pull ups using a chair to rest my 

legs on, closed grip pull ups, reverse grip 

chin ups, inverted pull ups. When I can, I 

practice dips and L-sits. Also squats, lots of 

them while using only body weight. I can 

now even do a few one legged squats.  

Yoga, drumming, dancing in my living 

room, and meditation all play a part in my 

practice too.   

Why?  Why would I do so much 

calisthenics exercises at 45 years old?  I 

cross train so I can continue to practice 

Tangsoology without further injury or knee 

decay.  My kicks feel more powerful.  My 

blocks and punches have more ki extension.  

My mind and body are becoming more at 

peace with each other.  I don‟t think I have 

healed my knees, but at least I can use them 

again.  I joke with Mark that this is my 

expression of a mid-life crisis.  He just 

watches me doing all these things and 

scratches his head.  That‟s ok, this is my 

journey.  This is my body and mind I am 

trying to preserve.  This is my interpretation 

of an art that has been a part of me for many 

years now.  After all, as the Sip Sam Seh 

says, “What is the purpose and philosophy 

behind the martial arts?  Rejuvenation and 

prolonging of life beyond the normal span.”   
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Recall (not sure I do!) that in the 2nd to last 

Bulletin, I shared some excerpts from a book I 

was reading titled “Hagakure: The Book of the 

Samurai”. To refresh our memories, the word 

Hagakure means “hidden by the leaves”. These 

anecdotes revolve around the concept of 

Bushido, or “samurai way”. 

Here are the three items and some 

commentary: 

1. When meeting calamities or difficult 

situations, it is not enough to simply say 

that one is not at all flustered. When 

meeting difficult situations, one should 

dash forward bravely and with joy. It is 

the crossing of a single barrier and is 

like the saying “The more water, the 

higher the boat.” 

 

a. Commentary: We have all 

heard the word 

“perseverance”. However, it 

goes a little deeper than that I 

think. Not only are you to 

persevere, but to gleefully  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

accept the challenge ahead of 

you. Our attitude goes a long 

way into how we overcome and 

how we can influence others. 

The meaning of “Our attitude” 

is discussed in the Tangsoology 

handout and a good attitude is 

one of the hallmarks of being a 

good martial artist. If you 

haven’t read the handout 

lately, it might be a good idea 

to pick it up again and read it. 

 

2. After I took up the attitude of a retainer, 

I never sat sloppily whether at home or 

in some other place. Neither did I speak, 

but if there was something that could 

not be done properly without words, I 

made an effort to settle things by 

putting ten words into one. Yamazaki 

Kurando was like this. 

 

a. First, we have to know what a 

retainer is. A retainer is, “a 

person attached or owing 

service to a household, 

especially a servant.” You have 

to remember, retainers in this 

context were samurai who 

were essentially hired to serve 

a liege lord. Many were experts 

in certain areas, for example 

swordsmanship or spear or the 

bow. If memory serves there 

are times when the retainer 
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may be let go from the lord that 

hired them, so they always 

needed to be upright, 

professional and skilled to get 

another job. Word travels fast! 

This reminds me of when 

Medeiros Sabom Nim says, “If it 

looks good, it is good!” We 

must always strive to improve 

our technique, improve our 

etiquette and our attitude. 

Additionally, when we speak 

about important matters, it is 

sometimes important to be 

brief. However, I would add 

that just because one is brief 

about an important topic, 

doesn’t mean that the 

conversation is short! 

 

3. In the generation of Lord Katsushige, 

there were retainers who regardless of 

high or low rank, were requested to 

work before the master from the time 

they were young. When Shiba Kizaemon 

was doing such service, once the master 

was clipping his nails and said, “Throw 

these away.” Kizaemon held them in his 

hand but did not stand up, and the 

master said, “What’s the matter?” 

Kizaemon said, “There’s one missing.” 

The master said, “Here it is,” and 

handed over the one that he had 

hidden. 

 

a. This is an interesting one. The 

master is obviously testing his 

retainer here, but the retainer 

was ever mindful and present in 

the moment, watching the 

master. This is a good message 

for all of us. During class, we  

should be active in the moment, 

watching our instructor show a 

technique. We need to actively 

listen when our instructor makes a 

point. This is all “attention to 

detail”. That attention to detail will 

serve you well when perhaps one 

day, you will be the instructor as 

you must demonstrate the art and 

do it well! If there is no “attention 

to detail” or a lack of engagement, 

then you can’t pass on the art. Then 

what? 

 

I hope this short article gives us cause to think 

about our own training, our attitude and our 

attention to detail. So how are you doing? 
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Karate 

By Natalie Gamboa, age 9 

9
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

Here are five things about karate.  

First, I love karate moves and I love the 

uniform.  The moves and things that we do 

all over are fun.  We do things over and over 

lots of times. I love the black belt. 

Tang Soo Do 

By Kamaile Escobido, age 7 

9
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

 In Tang Soo Do, there could be L1, 

L2, and L3.  Tang Soo Do is something that 

is karate.  My teacher is Mr. Miller.  If you 

practice more, you would get better.  If you 

practice more you would get yellow belt. 

Tang Soo Do 

By Liliana Oquendo, age 9 

9
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

 

 

 

 

 In Tang Soo Do there is L1, L2, and 

L3.  Tang Soo Do is a Kind of karate.  Mr. 

Miller teaches us about Tang Soo Do every 

Monday.  The more you practice, the better 

you get.  Work hard to get better. 

Karate 

By Javier Gamboa, age 10 

9
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

 Three things I like to do in karate are 

L1, L2, and L3.  Mr. Miller is a very nice 

guy.  He shows us what to do when we are 

in trouble.  I am 10 years old. 

Tang Soo Do 

By Yobani Oquendo, age 10 

9
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

 I like Tang Soo Do for several 

reasons.  But for now, I‟ll just tell you three 

reasons why I like it.  First, I like it because 

it shows me how to defend myself.  Second 
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of all is it lowers how much fat I have on my 

body.  Finally, I like my Sabom because he 

shows me how to do the sweet stuff I‟m 

about to do. 

Karate 

By Enrique Trujillo, age 7 

9
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

 I know we do L1.  I know that in 

karate I have to chop boards.  I know we 

have yellow belt, black belt, and white belt.  

We do kicks that we make circles with.  

Sometimes if we forget our karate suit, we 

need to do 20 push-ups. 

Karate 

By Tyler Rathbun, age 7 

9
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

 Three things I like to go to karate for 

is practice, training hard, and listening.  I do 

karate and do my best and do L1, L2, and 

L3.  I want a yellow belt.  I will be better 

with my karate. 

 

 

 

Studio 

By Daniel Garcia, age 7 

8
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

 What I like about karate is five 

things and they are combination kicks, I1, 

I2, front kicks, and flying side kick.  That is 

what I do with Mr. Miller and we train at the 

studio, too.  I also like L1, L2, and L3. 

Karate 

By Enrique Garcia, age 8 

8
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

 Five things I love about karate are 

kicks, I1, I2 and I3 and L1, L2, and L3.  I 

like everything that Mr. Miller teaches us at 

the studio and he is a good teacher about 

karate.  I like the warm ups.  Sometimes I 

forget my uniform and I like the studio.  I 

want to know the color belts and I want to 

know everything. 

Tang Soo Do 

By Jose Carranza, age 10 

7
th
 Gup – Tang Soo Do 

 How do to L1: start with low block.  

Front stance middle punch, middle punch 

and then you do preparation.  Then low 
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block, front stance middle punch, middle 

punch, ki-yup!  Preparation to the front of 

the room, then low block, middle punch, 

middle punch.  Preparation to low block to 

the back, middle punch, middle punch ki-

yup!  That‟s how you do L1. 


